News from the Feminist Caucus, by Anne Burke
This month a preview of our Women Mentoring/Mentoring Women panel, chaired by
Kerry Ryan, with Di Brandt, Liz Howard; Sally Ito has stepped in for Lillian Allen,
on Saturday, May 30, at 1:15 pm LCP Feminist Caucus Panel, followed by our brief
business meeting (to plan the 2016 panel) & Open Reading until 2:45 pm ALL
WELCOME! Radisson Hotel Downtown Winnipeg Ambassador H, 12th floor. Here
are news from Penn Kemp, (who will read at 2 pm) and about Beryl Baigent's launch July
31, Thamesford Public Library, 7 pm; review of Women's History and preview of
Outsiders Still: Why Women Journalists Love–and Leave–Their Newspaper Careers;
with This Magazine: Progressive Politics, Ideas, and Culture, in "Why Canada needs
more feminism" (March/April 2015). What immediately follows is my Feminist Caucus
Annual Report.
Annual Report for The Feminist Caucus of the League of Canadian Poets, by Anne
Burke, Chair.
This has been a busy and productive year for The Feminist Caucus and the Living
Archives Series of Chapbooks. There were monthly reports sent to the members with the
League newsletter and posted on the League website (under programs) of "News from the
Feminist Caucus"; with member news, reviews, and various on-going initiatives. Sonja
Greckol has put together the panel, for Winnipeg, of Kerry Ryan, Chair, Di Brandt,
Liz Howard, and Sally Ito, on Saturday, May 30, at 1:15 pm LCP Feminist Caucus
Panel Women Mentoring/Mentoring Women, followed by our brief business meeting
(to plan the 2016 panel) & Open Reading until 2:45 pm ALL WELCOME! Radisson
Hotel Downtown Winnipeg Ambassador H, 12th floor.
Penn Kemp, winner of the prestigious Golden Beret Award, will read at 2 p.m. Activist
poet, performer and playwright, Penn Kemp is Creative Age London Writer-inResidence. She is the inaugural Poet Laureate for London, Ontario (2010-12), a Life
Member of the League of Canadian Poets, and a recipient of the Queen Elizabeth
Diamond Jubilee medal. Since her first book was published by Coach House Press in
1972, she has been pushing textual and aural boundaries, often in participatory
performance work. Penn has published twenty-six books of poetry and drama, had six
plays and ten CDs produced as well as several award-winning videopoems.

DI Brandt — WOMEN MENTORING/MENTORING WOMEN panel discussion
Winnipeg is the home of MAWA, an exemplary network of professional and emerging
professional women artists, who sponsor numerous mentorships, conferences, and other
events for, by and with professional and emerging professional women artists each
year. They have been going for 25 years, and have a very broad and robust membership
and support base, and their own office space on Main Street.
I think the professional writing community should consider a similar network for women
mentoring/mentoring women, at both the local and national levels, in this day and age
when many of the feminist gains we worked so hard for in literary circles in the 70s and
80s are being eroded through funding cutbacks, or else being absorbed into academic
networks with their institutional agendas. I have written up a brief proposal for what
such a network might look like in the literary field, and will pass this out with the hope
that there will be further discussion about this throughout the AGM, and perhaps we
could make something like this happen through the League over the next year. For the
rest of my presentation, I'd like to talk about the two most important literary women
mentors in my life, Dorothy Livesay and my late grandmother Aganetha Zacharias, and
how their mentorship influenced my literary career.

Liz Howard: In this talk I will discuss the mentorship I received (both formally and
informally) by poets Margaret Christakos, Erin Mouré, and Lisa Robertson. Specifically,
I will focus on the importance of walking, engagement with site and community, and
writing an embodied text.
Sally Ito: My topic on the panel will be about ‘Translation as a Collaborative Art Practice’
where I will refer to my work translating the poetry of Japanese children’s poet Misuzu Kaneko
with my aunt, Michiko Tsuboi, as well as working with fellow German-reading poets Sarah
Klassen and Joanne Epp to translate the 17th century German poet, Catharina Regina Von
Greiffenberg. Bringing the work of women poets from the past into English through
collaboration with other women poet-translators has been a real delight for me, and I think it is
possible that more of this kind of mentoring and collaborative work can be done with poets who
have second languages. I’ve also done some work reciting and performing the poetry of Tagore
with an Indo Canadian artist, Nandita Selvanathan who can translate from the Sanskrit and
Bengali into English.

During the agm we will launch Cautionary Tales: Giving Voice to the Elders (2014
panel), edited by Magie Dominic, Introduction, by Cathy Ford; " Harnessing the Fear of
Isolation", by Magie Dominic; "Lift-off Yellow & "Cosmic Blue", by Anne Burke; "This
Is Now. As I Said, What Else Can I DO?", by Susan McMaster; with poems, "I Talk to
My Dog", by Bernice Lever; "Double Vision, i" by Penn Kemp, and "Missing Sisters",
by Katerina Fretwell. We will also launch If There is Somewhere to Go: Poems from the
Feminist Caucus, Open Reading, Toronto, 2014, co-edited by Lesley Strutt and Susan
McMaster, VOLUME THREE, also with poems from Louise Carson, Dennis Reid,
Laurence Hutchman, Lynn Tait, Niki Koulouris, Ellen S. Jaffe, Katerina Fretwell, Honey
Novick, Mary Lou Soutar-Hynes, Anna Yin, Claudia Coutu-Radmore, Eric Folsom,
Lillian Allen, Susan McMaster, Lesley Strutt, and myself.
The printing costs of the Living Archives Series have been donated in kind over the
years.

Congratulations to the Award Finalists. Thank you to all the poets and their
publishers. PAT LOWTHER MEMORIAL AWARD SHORTLIST:

The Pat Lowther Memorial Award is given for a book of poetry by a Canadian woman
published in the preceding year, in memory of the late Pat Lowther, whose career was cut
short by her untimely death, in 1975, by spousal homicide. The award carries a $1,000
prize.
1. Halfling Spring: an internet romance by Joanne Arnott (Kegedonce Press)
2. School by Jen Currin (Coach House Books)
3. Tree Line by Judy Halebsky (New Issues Poetry & Prose)
4. A Quiet Coming of Light by Jude Neale (Leaf Press)
5. M x T by Sina Queyras (Coach House Books)
6. Cinema of the Present by Lisa Robertson (Coach House Books)
The winner of this award will be announced at the LCP Annual Poetry Festival and
Conference in Winnipeg on May 30th, 2015. Thank you to our esteemed and hardworking judges: 2015 Jury: Di Brandt, Candice James, Concetta Principe Author
Bios, Photos, and Juror’s Comments are available online at poets.ca.

Re: Poems submitted
People
•
•
•

Beryl Baigent
Apr 19

To
•

A Burke

Dear Anne:
Thanks so much for writing.
I retired from teaching five years ago but I am still doing one class a week for a few diehards who do not want to give up their T'ai Chi. It is good for me too... I also still keep
our Women's Spirituality Grove going and we are presently studying the Sufis. I started
this group for ten weeks, and we have now been going for 25 years!!!
The book is just about ready to go...The book will be out by the end of May [or]
beginning of June, and I am off to Wales (all being well) to launch it, as this is the 150th
anniversary of the date when the first Welsh settlers emigrated to Patagonia, South
America arriving in July 1865.
It has been a hard slog to get this book finished in time for the dates to make any sense,
and my launch locally will be July 31st to coincide with the actual landing. Thanks so
much for your interest and I will send you a book as soon as I get some copies. Would
you be interested in doing a review please? However, there is no price on the brochure as
yet so that might still be left blank.
I thought, along with the poems, I would also send you a copy of the long Introduction
from the beginning of the book. Feel free to use some of that in your Magazine if you
would like to or just read it so you will have an idea of what is going on please. There
could be a lot to explain. When is the next issue of Prairie Journal due out?
I have still never made a trip to Calgary, except to the airport a few times when I have
been flying to BC. Our oldest grandchild, a boy, and Nicki's son is at UBC now, so who
knows I might get over there again one day.
I have made a couple of trips to Edmonton and they have good Welsh societies there; and
the four sisters who we met on the Patagonia Trip, who are the daughters of a family
from North Wales (where I come from) who are descendants of a pair of the original
settlers are mentioned in "The Continuity of Life." The poem about their great
grandmother who lost one of their three sons on the ship going over from Liverpool to
Puerto Madryn, and another one soon after they arrived in Patagonia, from a horse back
riding accident--is among my submissions here. The sisters are all in their late 80s
now. They are wonderful and we took to them immediately.
Well I think that is all for now. I don't send many poems out these days, as I seem to
have so much to do, but I am glad that you are still interested. See the attachment.
Poems attached:

The Continuity of Life
Walk Rejoicing
Truth Shall Make you Free
Thinking Feeling Wondering
Possibilities
Beloved are the Birth Givers Part I and Part II
Love and Best wishes,
Beryl (Baigent)

From: Beryl Baigent
To: prairiejournal
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 1:13 PM
Subject: Poems submitted
Dear Anne
Can you please let me know if I am I due to pay for another year of Prairie Journal, at
this point? I am not as organized as I used to be !!! I hope things are going well with you
and the Magazine. I always enjoy reading it.
I believe I sent you some poems fairly recently and I am wondering if you can tell me if
you are going to use any of them, as if so I would like to give you a credit in my new
book which is about the Welsh emigration to Patagonia in 1865. This year is the 150th
anniversary of the founding of the first settlement there.
These poems have been difficult to submit as most of them would not be understandable
to people who do not know the history of Patagonia. I picked a few out that I thought
might stand on their own to send to you. I think they include:
The Prairies is a good place to send these poems as many who returned from Patagonia
went to new colonies in Alberta and Saskatchewan. They have Welsh Societies in
Edmonton (where I read a couple of times when I was there on a tour) and in Calgary,
and probably in other places too. B.C.is full of Welsh people who were taken with the
likeness of the UK over there, although I must admit that I don't see that, except that they
have a huge "Coronation Street: Society on Vancouver Island!!!
The poem "The Continuity of Life," is about one of the original settlers who lost a baby
on the ship on the way over, another in a horse back riding incident at the Colony, and
both she and her husband died and her grave was found on the beech a few years
ago. The middle boy survived and was cared for by another Welsh family. He
then married another of the immigrants and they were part of the group who sailed to
Liverpool and on to Saskatchewan and settled near Bangor in 1902.

Best wishes and it would be good to hear from you.
Love Beryl
News for Poetry Month: from Penn Kemp.
I won a lovely prize that will be announced April Fools on www.poets.ca: TOP SECRET
till then! The award will be given out May 30 in Winnipeg at the 2015 League of
Canadian Poets ANNUAL POETRY FESTIVAL AND CONFERENCE. The League
has offered me two readings in Winnipeg to pay for airfare… and I’d love to perform in
Winnipeg again.
I could launch the book on Jack Layton: Art in Action that I edited (300 pages, 105
contributors!) for Quarry Press. And/or perform from my most recent poetry/art book,
FROM DREAM SEQUINS (Lyrical Myrical Press) and DVD, LUMINOUS
ENTRANCE: A SOUND OPERA FOR CLIMATE CHANGE ACTION (Pendas
Productions).
Hoping to see you in Winnipeg!
Here’s to SPRING…
Penn Kemp
FIFTY YEARS of Writing and Publishing
As Writer-in-Residence for Western, Penn's project was the DVD, Luminous Entrance:
a Sound Opera for Climate Change Action, Pendas Productions. For seven years, Penn
has presented an eclectic literary show, Gathering Voices, on Radio Western: see
http://chrwradio.ca/content/upcoming-episodes-gathering-voices. Her essays have been
widely anthologized in such Canadian works as the League of Canadian Poets Feminist
Caucus archives, Windsor Review: special Alice Munro issue; Untying The Apron;
Basements and Attics, Closets and Cyberspace; and Poetry London’s Possessions.
Having performed in festivals around the world, most recently in Britain, Brazil and
India, Penn lives in London, where she edits poetry for Pendas Productions with her
husband Gavin Stairs. She has been heralded by the Writers’ Union as a “one woman
literary industry”. Updates and poems are on http://mytown.ca/pennkemp and
https://pennkemp.wordpress.com/, linkedin.com/pennkemp,twitter.com/pennkemp.

On Wed, Mar 25, 2015 at 1:01 PM, Penn Kemp wrote:
Hi Clarisse,
I am SO delighted to be able to come to Winnipeg, thanks to you.. and to read for
CV2 and the Library. Ã‚ When works?

I'm also reading for the Feminist Caucus launch and being interviewed Sunday
afternoon on P.I. radio.
Saturday, May 30. Reading for the Feminist Caucus to launch the new chapbook.
Sponsored by the League of Canadian Poets. 2015 LCP ANNUAL POETRY
FESTIVAL AND CONFERENCE, Radisson Hotel, 288 Portage Avenuue.
Winnipeg Downtown.
Saturday, May 30. League of Canadian Poets Banquet. LCP ANNUAL POETRY
FESTIVAL AND CONFERENCE, Radisson Hotel, Winnipeg. Sponsored by the
League of Canadian Poets.‚ The award will be given then, but announced on
April 1 along with a feature interview, on www.poets.ca.
Sunday afternoon, May 31. Interview with Carmelo Militano, host of P.I., CKUW
Radio, 515 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, MB, Canada, R3B 2E9.
Here are some poems and brief bio.
http://www.londonpoetryopenmic.com/biographies---featured-poets-musicians/penn-kemp-featuring-with-john-nyman-at-london-open-mic-april-1stbio-and-poems
Let me know what else you need...
Looking forward to seeing you again,
Penn
www.mytown.ca/pennkemp
www.pennkemp.wordpress.com

“Why Canada needs more feminism”, This Magazine,
March/April 2015, This.Org
Here at This Magazine, we believe Canada needs more
feminism—now. We also explore what we need from
feminism now, and ask the tough questions. Because now,
perhaps more than ever, we need to examine the current state
of—and need for—feminism. We need to look at what we can
do better. See also: “The trouble with (white) feminism”, by
Hana Shafi, p. 21; Where do men fit into the movement, “Allied forces”, by Hillary Di
Menna, p. 14; Does hashtag activism work for feminism, “#Feminism”, by Stephanie
Taylor, p. 26, And so much more.
My friend and colleague Lisa Whittington-Hill is publisher of This Magazine:
Progressive Politics, Ideas, and Culture. In "Why Canada needs more feminism"
(March/April 2015) there are several thought-provoking articles on the topic, beginning
with "editor's note". Lauren McKeon writes, "I cannot remember a time when I didn't
identify as a feminist...Because, now more than ever, we need to examine the current

state of ‒and need for ‒feminism." Kate Watson replies to "Whatever Happened To
‒Ecofeminism, Feminist Planet, Today's ecofeminism sheds the green goddess
stereotypes". Courtney Dickson offers "Access point: New Brunswick lifts abortion
restrictions‒ but it's only one, small step forward." Hillay Di Menna, in "Silent no more"
writes about "Confronting ableism in the justice system". Melissa Myers, in "Memory
games" reveals that "Four times our governments forgot about feminism", in defunding
childcare, reducing screening for cervical cancer; reducing the status of women, and
weak representation in government. Nashwa Khan, in "Room of their own", writes "Why
Women's Centres Help Combat Rampant Sexism On University Campuses". Hillary Di
Menna contributes "Allied forces: Where do men belong in feminism?" Soraya Roberts
writes "Why can't Canada build a feminist brand?" and more, "When you start making
feminism about personalities and individuals, it stops being representative of the work
that's being done." Tyler Hellard writes "Wikigap: Where Are The Women of
Wikipedia". Other themes are "Ending Rape Culture On Campus", how "The cost of
child care has an impact on women's labour force participation"; "Unsafe Spaces, VictimBlaming", "Mainstream white feminism preaches a privileged, exclusive, saviour-based
model. And it's time for it to go".

Review of Women’s History, edited by Wendee Kubik and
Gregory P. Marchildon, History Of The Prairie West Series,
Vol. 5 (Regina: University of Regina Press, 2015) 445 pp.
paper Indexed. Bibliographical, black-and-white photos.
The collection has accoutrements of a Preface, the inception of
Prairie Forum in 1975, an Introduction, and the aim to replace
the invisibility of women, with those in now traditional roles,
farm wives, nursing, journalism, factory work, political activism,
and union organizing. Overall, history deals with women of
different ethnic, linguistic, and religious backgrounds, while the
law gave fewer rights to women than men.
Kublick is Associate Professor of Women’s and Gender Studies at Brock University, as
well as an adjunct professor in Women’s and Gender Studies at University of Regina.
Marchildon has a Canada Research Chair in Public Policy and Economic History at the
Johnson-Shoyama Graduate School of Public Policy at the University of Regina.
Politics:
In “The Women’s Christian Temperance Union on the Prairies, 1886-1930: An AlbertaSaskatchewan Comparison”, Nancy M. Sheehan points out that the organization under a
Territorial banner, in 1905 became the joint WCTU, it soon separated into distinct
Alberta and Saskatchewan Unions.

In “Class, Gender, and Agrarian Socialism: The United Farm Women of Saskatchewan,
1926-1931” we learn that this was the women’s section of the UFCSS, and was accorded
to the wives as change within the larger organization. By 1927, a woman member
declared, “this union is as much ours as it is yours; we are no longer an auxiliary.” (p. 35)
Women remain underrepresented in areas of public participation, according to “Women
and the Public Sphere in Saskatchewan, 1905 to 2005.” Appendix 1 charts Female
Members of the Saskatchewan Legislative Assembly, 1917-2005.
Of particular interest, “From Crusaders to Missionaries to Wives: Alberta Social Credit
Women, 1932-1955”, by Bob Hesketh, it may be surprising to learn that Social Credit
began as a left-of-centre party; the left to right transition within Social Credit can be
better understood as part of its complex and shifting understanding of Douglas social
credit. Women, like men, were capable of being uplifted. From intuition, commonsense,
and work, women must learn from men how to restrain emotions and apply logic to
problems.
In “Women and the Public Sphere in Saskatchewan, 1905 to 2005”, by Cristine de
Clercy, we learn “The rate of female legislative participation, for example, has stalled in
recent years and women remain under-represented in many political areas and offices.”
(p. 81) The article surveys “The Foundational State which concludes in 1943; The
Modern State, 1944 to 1990; and The Future State, 1991 to 2015.
Law:
An 1897 advertisement promised “Free Farms For Millions”. “While only six nevermarried women could be located in the Saskatchewan homestead records relating to the
study period, it is possible that other single women attempted to take on the challenge of
establishing a homestead in Saskatchewan.” (p. 129) See: “Spinsters Need Not Apply:
Six Single Women Who Attempted to Homestead in Saskatchewan between 1872 and
1914”. Homesteads were available to adult males and to those women who were the sole
support of one or more dependent children. (“Prairie Women and the Struggle for a
Dower Law, 1905-1920”). “Go Home, Straighten Up, Live Decent Lives” deals, in part,
with “Female Vagrancy and Social Respectability in Alberta, 1918-1993”. While just six
percent were male convictions, almost thirteen percent were convicted women. The
article does not offer any explanation for this wide disparity. In the “last best west”,
women were said to be subjected to economic and political constraints, as a result of their
gender and seldom had the chances to take advantage of the opportunities made available
to male homesteaders. (in “Hidden Homesteaders: Women, the State and Patriarchy in
the Saskatchewan Wheat Economy, 1870-1930”, p. 173). An Act Respecting Offenses
Against the Person, 1886, provided that a man could not be charged with raping his own
wife and she could be made pregnant against her will.
Agriculture:
An economic explanation can be found in “Necessary for Survival: Women’s and
Children’s Prairie Homesteads”, 1871-1911 because the probability that the farming
operation would succeed would increase substantially. Of course, there was the gendered

division of labour. Most were small, family-owned farms. There are excerpts from "The
Sheppard Journals: Gender Division of Labour on a Southern Alberta Ranch", 1919-51.
Prairie farm women were, as late as the 1920s, modern pioneers. See: "A Female
Frontier: Manitoba Farm Women in 1922". Only seventeen percent of the women
reported any personal spending money.
Labour:
Of “The Country is a Stern Nurse: Rural Women, Urban Hospitals and the Creation of a
Western Canadian Nursing Work Force, 1920-1940”, there was some oral testimony:
most of the girls just married and lived and stayed there as
farmers` wives...I didn’t want to do that...but there were only
two things that girls did in those days...they were either school
teachers or nurses...I sure wouldn’t make a good school teacher
so I decided to become a nurse. (p. 269)
In the popular culture, there were poems, lyrics, jokes, and cartoons about a nurse’s
journey from rural to urban during training. Many married women were able to return to
the profession. There is research on women in the trade unions, such as "25cents an Hour;
48 Hours a Week; More Toilets"; "Less Cats: The Labour Struggles of the Girls at the
A.E. McKenzie Company in Brandon". There office workers at the Land Titles Office in
Regina, waitresses, strikes in 1948, Table I Comparisons of Wage Rates for Female
Employees; a demise of the union, with production workers unionized again in 1970 by
Local 832; in 1984, Local 832 organized office workers.
Journalism:
In “Leaving the Hearth Fire Untended: Women and Public Pursuits in the Journalism of
Kate Simpson Hayes”, we learn she was an anti-suffragette, she declared if the Creator
had intended women to be men He would have created them so. (p. 344) A female
readership was important to newspapers, hence the women’s page. The aspiration to
equal rights challenged not only the sexual division of labour but the sexual division of
power. (p. 354) Mock or petticoat parliaments were staged. Some other notable figures
were Mary Agnes Fitzgibbon (1862-1933) and Lillian Beyond Thomas (1874-1961).
In “Annie Hollis: Organizing Prairie Women with The Western Producer”, the article
deals with her weekly column on the Women’s Page in the Western Producer from 1924
to 1929. Organizing farm women was difficult. She promoted women’s full participation
in the farm movement.
Ethnicity:
In “Women and the Public Sphere in Saskatchewan, 1905 to 2005”, Cristine de Clercy
asks , “When will women from Saskatchewan’s Métis, Chinese, Filipino, Guatemalan or
Thai communities win seats?” (p. 103) In “Our Parents Did Not Raise Us To Be
Independent: The Work and Schooling of Young Franco-Albertan Women, 1890-1940”,

Anne Gagnon focuses on the fourteen to twenty-four-year olds, young women in the
stage of life between school and marriage. It describes the work these women performed,
assesses their contribution to household and family economy, and evaluates the degree to
which economic responsibilities influenced their educational opportunities. Those wo
were Francophone received less schooling than women of English origin and Alberta
women as a whole. Table I has average annual earnings of Franco-Albertan Heads of
Households, average family earnings, and percentage of family income contributed by
working children, 1946. Data is not available for the period 1890-1940. The paper is part
of a larger study on early-twentieth-century Franco-Albertan women through each stage
of their lives.
In “Negotiating Sex and Gender in the Ukrainian Bloc Settlement: East-Central Alberta
Between the Wars”, Frances Swyripa examines the 1912 criminal reputation of Ukrainian
immigrants which was well established. The article refers to crime investigation files
compiled by the Department of the Attorney General in Alberta between 1915 and 1929.
These are previously published scholarly articles and essays, with bibliographical
references, gleamed from the journal over the decades, with some new illustrations and
maps, but without brief biographical notes for the authors, of interest to the general
readers as well as the professional historian.
Review of Outsiders Still: Why Women Journalists Love–and Leave–Their Newspaper
Careers, by Vivian Smith (University of Toronto Press, 2015) 232 pp. paper indexed.
Bibliographical notes.
Based on interviewing female journalists, the author reveals that the youngest fear career
or family, mid-career focus is on juggling these roles, and seniors are mixed with
frustration at being held back.
The book is dedicated to Smith’s teacher and mentor at graduate school and at the Globe
and Mail, who died in 2014.
The “Introduction: Are You Still Here?” is based on pregnancy and the Globe and Mail
publisher from 1978 to 1991. Smith was unable to work part-time due to policy and
languished as a freelancer writer and writing coach. There were subtle and complex
forms of discrimination. (p. 5) Smith attended a Canadian Association of Journalists
conference, predictably the “Breaking the Glass Ceiling” session. She held a Canwest
Fellowship in Media Studies at University of Western Ontario (now Western University).
Smith is a journalist, media consultant, and sessional instructor in the Department of
Writing at the University of Victoria. She is a former National Beats Editor at The Globe
and Mail and her freelance work appeared in the Globe, National Post, Canadian Living,
ROB Magazine, and MacLean's.

